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The Association 'Dinamica Tai Chi Chuan e Arti Associate A.S .D.' was created by people who gathered in order to
activate and share their potential through arts and psycho-physical disciplines, speciﬁcally Tai Chi Chuan. Alongside
Tai Chi Chuan, it deals with other arts and activities, meditation techniques, breathing and Qi Gong, Taoist Yoga (
Tao Yin ) to name a few. The association is aﬃliated to the International Yang Family Tai Chi Chuan Association
(IYFTCCA©). Its aim is to promote Tai Chi Chuan and to oﬀer the opportunity to learn and practice the traditional
Tai Chi Chuan following the method and teachings of Master Yang Jun, the current 5th generation lineage-holder
of the traditional Yang style Tai Chi Chuan.
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T

his issue of the magazine Dinamica is published at a time we are ﬁnally seeing the light at the
end of the tunnel, after the mass vaccination and the arrival of the warm season. This year,
before the Summer break, we have kept on practicing Tai Chi Chuan whenever we could, both
meeting outdoors when possible and with the precautionary distance and obligatory masks,
and online through the zoom meetings that have avoided the interruption of the practice and
learning during the times of extreme closure.
We must hope for the best, without forgetting that this hard period has left us internal and
external marks. Tai Chi Chuan has helped us. The practice has strengthened our body and
centered our mind. Unfortunately many people are still suﬀering from anxiety and from more
or less evident forms of depression, particularly adolescents and children, who have experienced
something none of us grown-ups has, at such an important time for their personal growth.
Consequently it is strictly advisable for them to practice the martial arts and particularly Tai Chi
Chuan as explained by our Teacher Anna Siniscalco, who denies the “cliché” that it is an exercise
for the elderly. Tai Chi Chuan is a martial art suitable for everybody and not only for the elderly,
as it oﬀers beneﬁcial eﬀects at any moment of our life.
As keen Tai Chi Chuan pratictioners, we should become messengers of this reality in order to
spread our beloved martial art.
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Tai Chi Chuan, worth practising
at every age
This is not just for the elderly, but it is a very useful discipline for
the health and wellness of the youngest as well.
by Anna Siniscalco
Technical Director of Dinamica Tai Chi Chuan e Arti Associate asd
6th Grade Certiﬁed Academy Instructor of the IYFTCCA©
Disciple of GM Yang Jun

There is a big misunderstanding about Tai Chi Chuan. In the Western countries it is mostly
regarded as a soft exercise for the elderly’s health . It certainly achieves this aim, but Tai Chi
Chuan is not just that.
It is a whole martial art and it is not only useful for the elderly, nor only for physical health: it
improves the quality of life, promotes a centred mind and can be a real support in this pandemic
time for everyone particularly for the youngest who are suffering in this phase of their material
and spiritual growth.
Where does the misunderstanding come from? In my opinion many people have discovered Tai
Chi Chuan by travelling, reading, watching documentaries, observing groups of elderly
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practitioners in parks, and consequently they have associated this martial art with the idea of a
gymnastics for advanced aged people.
This is a mistake: the truth is that everybody can go on practicing all life long, keeping obtaining
great benefits even in old age.
All that has fortunately produced a positive effect. As Westerns, we have the habit and the mania
of measuring and placing everything as we see it, this misunderstanding has given a boost to
research and study on the health effects of Tai Chi Chuan on elderly people, to verify whether it
really leads to an improvement in their life quality. Today we have a wide range of information
and clear results on the beneficial effects of Tai Chi Chuan not only for the elderly’s health but
also for those who are 40, 30, 20 years old or even
teenagers.
As a matter of fact, in the last few years the Chinese
government has introduced Tai Chi Chuan workshops
in the curricula of secondary schools and universities.
In particular, it has gathered the five Grand Masters of
the traditional styles (Chen, Yang, Wu Hao, Wu, Sun)
and committed them to codify a short form to be
studied and practiced during school and university
trainings. Our master Yang Jun has created Yang style
16-movement Form for these study programs.
Where does this initiative come from? The
Government took into consideration the benefits of
fitness in young people, and also other positive
aspects, typical of martial arts and Tai Chi Chuan in particular, i.e., the material and mental
discipline as well as the importance of cooperation above competition.
Also in this part of the world, many sports are supported and promoted by large federations
and always considered in terms of competition for a winner’s election, either an individual or a
team. After what we have experienced and are still experiencing, this is possibly the right
moment to promote a policy of cooperation avoiding the focus on competitions and on the one
in a thousand who will win. This is part of competitions and shows. On the contrary the martial
arts have nothing to do with sporting entertainments, they are a more complex reality, a training
school for self-knowledge, even measuring oneself with the other. I am not saying there should
not be a combat or rather the technical exchange. I am saying that the goal is not about others,
but about oneself: to improve, to be more centred, to grow, to understand one's own limits and
skills, with realism, humility and respect for the others, discovering the value of relationships.
This is what a true martial art master transmits to a martial art practitioner, including Tai Chi
Chuan, which is a refined art of self-defense and combat: respect for the other in the
confrontation with the other, measuring one's own strengths, perhaps bringing out new
capacities to discover oneself more grown up, more centred. Respect for the other and not desire
to prevaricate, to take advantage of a moment of weakness of the other.
Well, I believe that today it is very important to follow this way, especially for the youngest who
are suffering from the lockdown. They cannot define themselves. This is partly natural at their
age. A young person projects oneself outwards, measuring oneself against life and in
comparison with reality, he measures and finds oneself. The lockdown was an inconvenience
from this point of view: adolescents lacked physical contact and those relationships based on the
value of exchange, of the discovery of the other and of oneself, and not as a means of
satisfaction, reducing it to utilitarian purposes. There is much more.
My perception is that young people are getting more and more dissatisfied, perhaps even
depressed, because they are seeking joy outside without creating real relationships with the
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others and themselves.
But happiness and balance cannot come from the outside, from someone who gives you
something, a role recognition, a “like”; it comes from oneself, the moment one measures oneself
not against, but together with someone else. Together one can discover that all people have to
face many difficulties and none of us is wrong or weak. And together one can find the strength
to overcome problems. It is a team thing: not the team in the sense that you have to surpass
everyone and come first in the challenge, that is simply competition. Team in the sense of
growing together, with commitment and sacrifice, cooperation to improve, with the satisfaction
of revealing oneself to oneself (unveiling) and discovering how new one can always be. Having
an idea, a project ability, being able to work together. These skills are always useful in life, in the
work environment and in a community. Getting to the bottom, carrying out one's own initiatives,
cooperating in a team, knowing that no one can do everything alone.
It can therefore be important to practise traditional martial arts with masters belonging to an
authentic lineage, capable of teaching to the youngest this way of commitment, humility, of
working together with others to improve, to find oneself, to achieve balance.
This can also be a tool for the collective improvement of the community, a way to achieve
people’s happiness and social well-being. I have the perception that nowadays kids are not keen
on what they do and that they are pushing themselves earlier and faster towards experiences
of excess. They are not used to looking inside themselves and it is understandable at their age,
but this lockdown has made things worse: it has isolated them, leaving them alone connected
only by devices, without any real contact, the contact that we have in martial arts, the physical
contact. The young fail to share empathetically a moment of experience with others. This
amplifies the sense of unease that creates emotional suffering, because they do not find
anything outside and do not find anything inside, they risk being without centre.
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That's why I suggest to families and children: experiment with martial arts, like Tai Chi Chuan.
And not because I am a Tai Chi Chuan teacher, but because this art has the characteristics that
help you find yourself and revolutionise the way you see the world: things can be changed, and
this is possible if you start with yourself. For example, Tai Chi Chuan educates to respect time.
Real time: a lot of stress, even in children, is due to the rush in doing everything, leaving school
and running to do sports, then running to do homework, playing a few games, then running to
English class, then running to dinner. So many children suffer from migraine or learning
disabilities due to this huge pressure and the constant accumulation of commitments. I know of
girls and boys who have attention disorders. There is no respect for their internal time, those
children and adolescents, young women and men, are crushed and overwhelmed by this
succession of duties and appearances and no longer enjoy what they do. A feeling that later turns
into perpetual dissatisfaction.
On the contrary, Tai Chi Chuan teaches us to slow down. Why? There are many reasons, but it is
certain that when you slow down, your vision expands and you realise that in reality you have
much to observe, much to discover and if you wish, much to say and share. You regain your
composure, your mind gets back in tune with your body and your inner world, you gradually
learn to appreciate the time you spend with yourself, and that dangerous boredom that in
adolescence leads you to seek out excess disappears; that boredom that, measured by the need
imposed by social networks to always have something extraordinary to talk about, as if life were
an adrenaline rush every day, in the end risks making real life seem like an empty experience.
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one breath
by Roberto Seghetti
Journalist and Editor-in-Chief

"An officer of C'enn on a mission in the principality of Lu, visited a man called Ciusunn in private,
who said to him, “We have a Sage here”
"Are you talking about Cung-ch'iu (Confucius)?" asked him the officer.
"Exactly," replied Ciusunn.
"How do you know he is really a Sage?" replied the officer.
"Because," said Ciusunn, "I heard his disciple Yeh-hoei say that Cung-ch'iu thinks with his body."
"In this case," said the official, "we also have a Sage whose name is C'ang-z'ang-ze, disciple of Laotan, who sees with his ears and hears with his eyes.
This statement of C'enn's officer reached Prince of Lu’s ears who, being very curious, sent a
high-ranking minister to offer C'ang-z'ang-zé some sumptuous gifts and to invite him to his court.
The prince received him with the greatest respect.
Without taking time, C'ang-z'ang-zé said to him: "If you have been told that I see with my ears and
hear with my eyes, you have been misinformed; one sense organ cannot replace another."
"I do not care about that," replied the prince; “I wish I knew your doctrine."
"Here it is," said C'ang-z'ang-zé: "My body is intimately combined with my spirit; my body and my
spirit are intimately combined with the Cosmic Substance and Energy, which are intimately
combined with the Primordial Nothingness, the limitless infinity, the Beginning. As a
consequence of this intimate union, I am able to perceive every very close and very distant
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dissonances and consonances produced in the universal harmony without being able to say
through which organ.
I perceive it. I know that but I do not know how".
The today surviving classic text on the perfect Emptiness Virtue is dated, according to the
experts, around 370 AD and attributed to Lieh Tzu, one of the three philosophers considered the
fathers of Taoism. It is by no means sure that he actually lived during that period. A person called
Lie Yukou or Liezi, “Master” (zi) Lie', is often mentioned in the first Taoist texts and in Zhuangzi
itself, where he is described as one who 'travels riding the wind'. Hence, Lieh-Tzu could be a
Taoist philosopher devoted to esoteric practices who lived between the 6th and 4th centuries BC.
There is also some uncertainty about the exact dating of the texts that make up his book: many
experts believe that at least one part may belong to the fourth century BC or earlier and be
contemporary with its author.
In this passage Lieh-Tzu describes the union between Spirit and Body as precondition of their
union with the "Cosmic Substance and Energy
which are intimately combined with the
primordial nothingness, the limitless infinity, the
Beginning." It is a philosophy in which Spirit and
Matter are not separated as in most of the history
of Western thought and in addition it refers to the
Taoist century-dated physical and healthy
exercises able to refine Spirit. Health and long-life
practices which are able to refine the spirit as well
as take care of the body. Also in this story
Confucius is mentioned as a Wise Man because
he 'thinks with his body'.
Martial arts,
and internal martial arts in
particular, have inherited the goal of this intimate
union between spirit and body and with the
energy and substance that surrounds us. Chen
Weiming wrote, quoting Yang Chengfu's words in
Photo by Greg Rakozy
the eighth principle, not surprisingly entitled
"Uniting, Harmonising the Inner with the Outer", "Our practice of Tai Chi is based on the spirit,
hence the saying: 'The spirit is the general, the body his troops.' If you cultivate and raise your
spirit your movements will naturally be clear, nimble and light, the form will be nothing more
than full and empty, open and closed. When we say "open", we don't just mean to open the
arms or legs; the mental intent must open along with the limbs. When we say "close", we do
not just mean close the arms or legs; the mental intent must close along with the limbs. If you
can unite and harmonise the inner and outer into a single impulse or flow of "QI" then they
become seamless whole.
One breath that intimately links Spirit and Body, a single internal breath intimately connected to
the energy and substance of the universe around us.

1 Lieh-Tzu in C’iung-hu-cienn ching / The works of the fathers of Taoism translation from Chinese by Léo
Wieger. Pp.51,52. Mondadori 1994
2
Text form the site https://dinamicataichi.it/category/i-10-essenziali/ by Anna Siniscalco.
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The road of life
Control oil and you control nations; control food and you
control people. (Henry Kissinger)
by Alberta Tomassini

Department of Environmental Biology, University of Rome, La Sapienza

A quite different fate from our Nazzareno Strampelli was that of Nikolaj Vavilov, a Russian
agronomist. He died on 26 January 1943, almost exactly one year after Strampelli. Here too, the
politics of the time matters lot. Taken into great consideration from Lenin, he was condemned
by Stalin. The reason for the conviction? Espionage and sabotage! He died of starvation in Saratov
prison, where he was buried in a mass grave. He had been arrested in Ukraine by Stalin's secret
police: his manuscripts, notes and drafts were confiscated or burnt, his closest collaborators
disappeared or killed.
He studied food plants, especially cereals and legumes, also with the concrete aim, like
Strampelli, of increasing crop yields and resistance to disease. As director of the Office of Applied
Botany in St Petersburg, from 1920 he organised over 100 expeditions around the world, visiting
more than 60 countries, including Italy, collecting over 50,000 varieties of edible plants and
31,000 varieties of cereals (especially wheat).
He started from the assumption that the plants we grow today must have a centre of origin
where the variety of wild and older species is greatest. He was seeking, in modern language,
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maximum biodiversity.
And with this in mind, he was the first to
create a seed bank, while at the same
time managing a vast network of
experimental stations throughout the
Soviet Union which tested the seeds he
collected in the field, in different climates
and environments.
Vavilov and his collaborators believed in
their project so much that during the
siege of St. Petersburg (then Leningrad 8 September 1941/18 January 1944) in
World War II, 14 researchers from the
Institute preferred to starve themselves
to death rather than feed on the seeds
they were holding. Before the end of the
siege, the seeds were rescued from the
Ural Mountains by crossing the frozen
Ladoga Lake along the route now known
as the 'road of life'.
To defend biodiversity, therefore, the
first step is to conserve seeds. There are
now more than a thousand germplasm
or seed banks, often specialised, all over
the world.
The Svalbard Global Seed Vault, the
world's biodiversity vault, is the result of
a project of the Global Crop Diversity
Trust funded by the Norwegian
government; its construction began in
2006 and was officially inaugurated in
2008. The site, literally bored under the
Nikolaj Vavilov
permafrost in the rock of the island of
Spitsbergen, about 1,200 kilometres
from the North Pole, now collects and stores, at minus 18 degrees, about 1,057,151
accessions (samples of various seeds with different genotypes) from all over the world and
mostly food plants.
Climate change and the unexpected melting of the permafrost surrounding the facility also
put the World Seed Bank at risk, but with a €20 million investment the Norwegian government
renovated the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, which is now watertight.
Seeds have always been freely exchanged, reproduced, crossed, transported and collected.
Today we speak of "seed systems" which are basically of two types: the formal or conventional
and the local or informal or traditional. Without going into definitions, let alone legal ones,
suffice it to say that they are the result of two divergent models of agricultural development,
the industrial model (production of seeds outside farms for commercial purposes) and the
traditional model (production of seeds on farms with the farmer playing an active role). In the
confusion of laws and regulations, the part that interests me is simplified as follows: today, a
farmer does not have the right to sell his seeds, but must apply for a seed licence and can only
do so if the seeds are registered in the official catalogue, and to be registered they must be
distinct, uniform and stable, so much for biodiversity!
DUS (Distinct, Uniform and Stable) criterion included in the first formalisation, updated
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several times, of the seed system (UPOV-Geneva-1961). Seeds on the market are thus entered
in a register and enjoy intellectual property protection rights, essentially a patent: the seed
cannot be reproduced and reused by farmers in subsequent sowings. In 1998, however, a
European directive was approved that introduced the concept of conservation varieties, opening
up the possibility for farmers to use, conserve and multiply on their farms the seeds of varieties
that had been collected in public collections and were in danger of being lost. These varieties are
essentially exempt from the patent system.
Right, patents! They deserve little intorduction. To protect an invention, a patent is used, which
prevents others from using the product. When an
application is filed, the patent office checks that
the criteria 'novelty', 'inventive step' and 'industrial
application' are met. A patent granted by the
European Patent Office can be enforced in all 38
member states of the European Patent
Convention (EPC), including Switzerland.
While in the beginning mainly genetically modified
plants were patented (we will get to that too), over
the years hundreds of patents have been issued
on conventionally selected plants (in 2012 the
European Parliament addresses the issue of nonpatentability of conventionally selected plants in
a resolution). In 2017, the European Commission
ruled that the European Directive on the
patentability of biotechnological inventions should
indeed be interpreted in this way, and the
Administrative Council of the European Patent
Organisation adhered to this interpretation and
amended the EPC's Implementing Order
accordingly.
But,
in December 2018, the Appeals Chamber of
Photo by Greg Rakozy
the European Patent Office came to the
conclusion that this new rule contradicts the EPC
and therefore cannot be applied.
Confusion reigns supreme!
In fact, although a patent cannot be granted for a
specific variety of apple containing a higher
percentage of vitamin C, it is possible to apply for
a patent for all plants with this characteristic, be
they apples, tomatoes or others! Industry can thus
circumvent the non-patentability of plant varieties
by not explicitly naming varieties or processes that
can be considered 'essentially biological' (genetical
environment is considered not essentially
biological and as such, allowed), and obtain a patent on whole plants, their seeds and fruits quite
easily.
Fortunately, as part of the European network of NGOs critical of patents, "No Patents on Seeds"
fights against plant patents and pursues its goals by filing continuous appeals with the European
Patent Office.
Patents lead to a concentration on the market, in which there is no longer room for small and
medium-sized enterprises that cannot afford their own patents.
Market concentration? That is where the fun is!
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In 1998, a couple of years after the introduction of GMOs on an agro-industrial scale, large
groups started to shop around for competing companies. With the aim of grabbing as many
Intellectual Property Rights (IP) on seeds as possible.
Argelato (BO) - This is the home of the Società Produttori Sementi (formerly Produttori Sementi
Bologna, PSB or Seeds Producers Bologna), which celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2011. One
of the protagonists is Francesco Todaro, a geneticist contemporary of the agronomist Nazareno
Strampelli (again!) who founded it. PSB seeds are now grown on more than 330 thousand
hectares across the country, the company has more than 450 hectares of experimental fields and
an essentially priceless collection of soft and hard wheat varieties. Yet in 2014 it was acquired
by the Swiss multinational Syngenta, which pledged to 'preserve PSB's 100-year-old brand, which
will continue to be synonymous with the production of the highest quality Italian durum wheat'.
However, today, traces of PSB online are very hard to find unless they refer to the past.
Two US agribusiness giants, Dow and DuPont, entered into a merger of equals in December
2015: the new company will be called DowDuPont and will have a market value of $130 billion.
The Dow Chemical Company is the second largest chemical company in the world after
Germany's Basf, a leader in plastics, advanced materials and agrochemicals. DuPont is a leader
in agribusiness with its Pioneer hybrid seed brand.
At the beginning of 2016, another important deal: the China National Chemical Corporation,
known as "ChemChina", the largest Chinese chemical company, started the acquisition of
Syngenta, a Swiss multinational dedicated exclusively to agro-industry, with an offer of USD 42.8
billion (Editor's note: among ChemChina's foreign acquisitions: in 2005, France's Adisseo, animal
feed; in 2011, 60% of Israel's Makhteshim Agan, the world's sixth largest pesticide producer;
Norway's Elkem, silicone; in 2015, Italy's Pirelli; and in early 2016, Germany's KraussMaffei,
plastics machinery and 12% of Swiss energy group Mercuria).
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As Etc Group writes, in 1981 there
were more than 7,000 seed
companies in the world. Thirty
years later, only six multinationals
- Monsanto, Syngenta, Dow,
Dupont, Bayer and Basf controlled 63% of the global seed
market and 75% of the pesticide
market. With these mergers, half
of the market would remain in the
hands of just three multinationals:
Dow-DuPont,
ChemChinaSyngenta and Monsanto would
control 55% of global seed sales;
ChemChina-Syngenta, Basf and
Bayer would control 51% of
pesticides.
And then we come to 2018. Bayer
announces a $66 billion merger
with Monsanto, with the latter's
brand name abolished, to create
the world's largest seed and
agricultural fertiliser group.
The Big 6 has become 4! (the aforementioned plus BASF). I will deal with Monsanto (what irony
the suffix ‘saint’!) in a later article. Its products are interesting to learn about, starting with the
dioxin-based Agent Orange used in Vietnam and ending with the glyphosate-based herbicide
Round Up.
What alarms me most, however, is not so much the monopoly of the seed market, but the fact
that the companies are the same ones that also sell the pesticides and herbicides needed for
their seeds, with the real risk that they decide what is grown and what, therefore, we eat.
It is no coincidence, therefore, that in recent years researchers, activists and above all farmers
have been choosing a third way between intensive agriculture and the recovery of plants, seeds
and ancient traditions.
This is called participatory genetic improvement, where plant selection takes place directly on the
land of the farmers involved, taking into account the needs of farmers and agronomists together.
Yield is not always the only criterion; if I am a farmer, but also breed animals, the production of
straw from cereals is just as important as the grain yield!
Or you can follow the idea of agronomist Salvatore Ceccarelli of the Rural Seeds Network (who
works in collaboration with CREA, the research body that certifies seeds and is an emanation of
the Ministry of Agricultural Policy) who makes diversity, and not uniformity, a winning strategy
for rapidly obtaining varieties suitable for cultivation.

1) The Story of Nazareno and a bold project on a forgotten grain - Dinamica La Rivista n. 15
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When the mind is at rest
Practical path to discover the body that speaks

by Stefania lo Basso, Cristiana Picconi, Fausta Romano, Anna Siniscalco

Photo by cheng feng

Everything has its wonders, even darkness and silence, and in whatever state I find myself I learn to be
glad.
(Helen Keller, The story of my life)

On a sunny afternoon in September 2020, just before the opening of the school year, in the era of
Covid-19, waiting for the dreaded second wave, with thundering, disorienting and at times
confusing DPCMs (laws issued by Italian Government), we proposed to a group of teachers of a
primary school in Rome a direct experience of mind-body dialogue through the practice of Tai Chi
Chuan.
An integrated group made up of Anna Siniscalco, a certified Tai Chi Chuan teacher, and three
psychotherapists started the first edition of a project that had already been tried and tested in
another context.
The group was led by Anna Siniscalco; two of the three psychologists took on the role of
accompanying the group of teachers in the discovery of the spontaneous emergence of their own
experience, while the third acted as observer-participant in the whole system.
The project was born from the reflection and self-observation of the concrete experience of a group
of psychologists and psychotherapists who, under the expert guidance of Anna Siniscalco, were
Do you like Dinamica-la Rivista? You can subscribe to Dinamica Tai Chi Chuan and Associated Arts A.S.D. by clicking HERE or go to www.dinamicataichi 15
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led for two years with delicate firmness of purpose or
firm delicacy in meeting and listening with curious
attention to a body, their own, that 'speaks'. From the
practice of Tai Chi and from observing that powerful
mind-body connections can be activated immediately,
the idea emerged of building and proposing in the
area, specifically in the C. Levi School, a protected
space in which to practice Tai Chi, a space in which to
practice and reflect on the activations/connections
possible in the here and now. We felt a climate of
collaboration and careful participation among them,
between us and them and among us: harmony,
respect, curiosity, they all connected us throughout
the whole experience.
This working method, which alternates moments of
practice and moments of reflection and study on the
practice, is what we have been experimenting for two
years
with
the
group
of
Psychologists/Psychotherapists we were talking about
at the beginning. This group is still going on for the
third year.

The experience itself
It was a sunny and hot afternoon, when we met and got to know each other, in the courtyard of
the school that hosted us, maintaining the spatial distance. By chance, we were all women. The
emotional climate was full of curiosity and of a generous, prevailing mutual trust. A few words, just
a very short presentation with one's name, and we started with the practice. It was rmarkable the
disposition to do and to trust the guide (the teacher Anna Siniscalco) outside, external to them and,
also, of the internal guide, their inside, still to be recognised or perhaps already known but a little
perceived as foreign. Few, very slow supports, looking for balance in the movement.
The slow movement that is a substantial but not exhaustive part of the practice method proposed
by Anna Siniscalco produces tranquillity.
These women, at the end of that first meeting, in which physiologically within a time of three hours
they moved in synergy, with harmonic rhythm, experiencing the presence to themselves and with
the other, found themselves surprised not to have thought about the duties of daily life and
energetically charged.
The first opening meeting, which was followed by three others, of practice and reflection together,
opened up the possibility of a mind-body dialogue, made possible by the fact that the whole group
was willing, with humility, to welcome the emergence of the new. Tolerate what is unknown and be
prepared to meet it.
Over the course of the following meetings, they gradually discovered, to their surprise, the
importance of being able to use a space in which to meet, each with themselves and with each
other, and they identified some movements to be used also with their young pupils, during their
teaching hours.
The anguish they expressed, of no longer being able to touch the children for an encouragement
caress during lessons (in compliance with the DPCMs issued to avoid contagion from Covid-19) or
to guide their little hands in writing the first letters and words in their exercise books, was
transformed into the hope and awareness of being able to touch them without touching them,
through movement, through their proposing simple and essential movements, guiding them and
doing them together.
A bit like in Hellen Keller's story.
In "The story of my life" Hellen Keller, a blind and deaf writer, recounts her traumatic experience.
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At the age of 19 months, she was deprived of her
sight and hearing as a result of a serious illness,
which doctors at the time described as 'acute
congestion of the stomach and brain' and which was
probably scarlet fever or meningitis.
She grows up without discipline, without being able
to name the things he touches. She does not know
and cannot learn to speak. A wealthy family at the
beginning of the twentieth century does not know
how to deal with her disorderly and 'uncivilised'
behaviour, so they hire a good teacher, a governess,
to tame and educate her. This teacher is Anne
Sullivan, who helps her through the practice of
listening to herself, through quiet presence of mind,
to 'literate' her own experience. Hellen began to
know herself and to dialogue internally from the day
when, thanks to herself and the concrete guidance of
her teacher, she realised that what was flowing in the
palm of her hand was 'cold water'. She learned to
Helen Keller
feel, to listen to her inner self. She had created within
herself a representation/connection which she was
able to name water. She had been able to learn that this icy liquid was water and from that moment
on, the curiosity to discover and learn what came from the body in terms of sensations and
perceptions was activated within her and she welcomed it with a calm mind.
In the same way, the teachers of the group we are referring to prepared themselves to experience
and listen to their sensations and emotions emerging in the work of integration between the
practice of some Tai Chi Chuan sequences and the reflection on the experience itself.
With the help of the images suggested by Anna Siniscalco, in order to facilitate the comprehension
and the execution of the single movements and thanks to the practical experience and to the
exchange of their impressions on the practice carried out, they were able to give themselves a small
opportunity to know that maybe there is a way to learn to dialogue with themselves.
Discovering that this body, sometimes felt as a stranger (because out of control or unknown) has
a voice, has a sound, and that, if listened to with gentleness and respect, is a potential teacher and
healer and that the mind that emanates from it at every moment, can calm down in this listeningdialogue. We believe from our personal experience and from having been able to observe it in
others that the practice of Tai Chi Chuan is an immediate way to stimulate synchronic connections,
as when generating the feeling of insight, which need room for words and sharing with the other,
in order to be the integrated into the individual system that produced them.

Notes
1 Roberta Lella Psychologist, individual and family psychotherapist, collaborates with the Psychoanalytical Institute for
Training and Research "A.B. Ferrari" in Rome and participates in the integrated group of Psychoanalysis and Tai Chi Chuan
led by Anna Siniscalco.
Stefania Lobasso Psychologist, Psychotherapist, Member of the Psychoanalytic Institute of Training and Research "A.B.
Ferrari", and participates in the integrated group Psychoanalysis-Tai Chi Chuan, led by Anna Siniscalco.
Ilaria Milletti Psychologist, individual and family psychotherapist, in advanced training at the Psychoanalytic Institute for
Training and Research "A.B. Ferrari" and participates in the integrated group of Psychoanalysis and Dai Chi Chuan led by
Anna Siniscalco.
Fausta Romano Psychologist, individual and family psychotherapist, President of the "A.B. Ferrari" Psychoanalytical
Training and Research Institute, participates in the integrated group of psychoanalysis and Tai Chi Chuan conducted by
Anna Siniscalco.
2 A well-known film version was made under the name Anna dei Miracoli.
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Fragility
A.T.

Photo by allison-griﬃth

In January, I came across an article in the Corriere della Sera health supplement which intrigued
me, entitled 'You can start not to become fragile at 40 (or before)' by Elena Meli. What attracted
my attention was a box among the seven indicators to be evaluated which, verbatim, said: 'Poor
balance ... balance can however be trained, for example, with disciplines such as Tai Chi'.
So I went to read the original article 'Pre-frailty factors in community-dwelling 40-75 year olds:
opportunities for successful ageing - S. J. Gordon, N. Baker, M. Kidd, A. Maeder and K. A. Grimmer
- BMC Geriatrics (2020) 20:96 https://doi.org/10.1186/s12877-020-1490-7' and I thought I should
make a brief note for our magazine, even though I am convinced that none of us needs to be
convinced of the countless virtues of Tai Chi.
In the introduction the authors point out that 'successful ageing' involves, among other things,
support for physical decline to be applied as early as middle age, rather than just giving help to
the elderly who are already struggling with chronic illnesses.
The characteristics of frailty in the elderly include a generalised weakness with little muscle
strength, slowness especially in walking, poor balance and mobility, fatigue, and low physical
activity. The presence of only one or two of these characteristics is considered an indicator of a
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pre-fragility state.
In looking for predictors of pre-fragility, the authors identiﬁed two in particular; factor 1, the
most relevant, has to do with poor dynamic trunk stability, poor leg strength, poor balance, poor
foot sensitivity (! sound familiar?) and can potentially be reduced by exercises that improve
balance, dynamic stability and muscle strength (! sound familiar?).
And it concluded that interventions to ensure healthy ageing should start at least from the fourth
decade of life.
Not content with that, the reading took me over and in a second article I read: "What types of
interventions work for the frail? Exercise and nutrition are among the most eﬀective and (wait
for it) the authors concluded that exercise interventions were more eﬀective only in classes or
group sessions rather than individually! (Eﬀectiveness of interventions to prevent pre-frailty and
frailty progression in older adults: a systematic review - Apo´stolo J, Cooke R, Bobrowicz-Campos
E, Santana S, Marcucci M, Cano A, Vollenbroek-Hutten M, Germini F, D'Avanzo B, Gwyther H,
Holland C. - JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports 2018).
And ﬁnally I read another article, of which I report only the conclusions because they could not
be more explicit: "A Tai Chi intervention may have a positive impact on biochemical and
psychosocial indices of frailty. Tai Chi merits further study as a treatment for improving health
in the elderly" (Reducing frailty and falls in older persons: an investigation of tai chi and
computerized balance training - Steven L Wolf , Huimnan X Barnhart, Nancy G Kutner, Elizabeth
McNeely, Carol Coogler, Tingsen Xu - J Am Geriatr Soc 2003 Dec;51(12):1794-803).
And if this communication has stimulated you, don't you dare ask for more, ﬁrst because I'm not
a doctor (although I do hang around one assiduously) and then because if you go to just one of
the search engines for certiﬁed scientiﬁc articles, the keywords "Tai Chi" come up with 2932
results and "frailty" with only 17009!

Photo by Larisa
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Two wolves

Photo by ray hennessy

An old and well-known Native American legend, particularly of the Cherokee nation, says that all
the choices we make in life are like a battle between two wolves within us.
One represents anger, envy, greed, fear, lies, insecurity and ego.
The other represents peace, love, compassion, goodness, humility and positivity.
These two wolves ﬁght every day for supremacy.
But which one wins?
The answer is simple: the one we feed the most.
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